
Infrared oil condition  
monitoring

In-service lubricants are exposed to very 
harsh conditions and are subject to gradual 
wear by oxidation and contaminants 
build-up, such as soot and by-products of 
nitration and sulfation reactions, as well 
as depletion of additives. Infrared analysis 
with the Spectrum™ Used Oil Analyzer 
gives an accurate analysis of the oil’s  

condition with a single, quick measurement. This can reduce the costs associated  
with oil changes by ensuring oil is changed only when necessary. Furthermore, 
oil condition monitoring minimizes waste and allows for the early detection of 
machinery problems.

Reliable hardware tailored to oil analysis

The Spectrum Used Oil Analyzer is based on the Spectrum 65, 100, or 400 FT-IR 
spectrometer equipped with a dedicated oil analysis application pack. This system 
combines high performance with reliability to ensure you can keep running  
samples day-after-day, year-after-year without interruption. The oil sample is 
injected manually into a liquid flow cell with robust ZnSe windows and a wedged 
spacer, leaving no need to worry about water damage to the windows or interference 
fringing. The cell is specially designed for viscous liquids, such as lubricants, so 
injecting the sample and cleaning solvent is easy.

Reliable, Cost-Effective  
Oil Condition Monitoring 
with the Spectrum Used  
Oil Analyzer

FT-IR Spectroscopy

P r o d u c t  N o t e

The Spectrum 100 FT-IR Spectrometer.



See the separate Spectrum 65, 100, or 400 product literature 
and specification sheets for further information on the FT-IR 
spectrometer components, available from your PerkinElmer 
representative.

Upgrade to OilExpress

Should your laboratory throughput increase, the Spectrum 
Used Oil Analyzer (Spectrum 100 and 400 versions) can be 
upgraded to the OilExpress system by adding an autosampler 
and OilExpress software package. This system can analyze 
up to 50 samples per hour and can run unattended for up 
to 240 samples in a batch. Results are stored in a database 
for easy statistical analysis of trends over time.

Ordering Information: Application Pack

L1272311 Spectrum Used Oil Analyzer kit  
 (incl. Spectrum 10 software)

L1272312 Spectrum Used Oil Analyzer kit  
 (excl. Spectrum 10, for users with  
 Spectrum 10 already installed)

LX100929 Spectrum Used Oil Analyzer software CD only

New Spectrum 10 software and a dedicated oil 
analysis application pack

The Spectrum Used Oil Analyzer supports the same analysis 
methods as the established OilExpress autosampler system 
used in oil analysis laboratories around the world. Both 
direct-trending and reference-subtraction methods are 
provided, including the JOAP method and those detailed 
in the ASTM® Methods E2412, D7412, D7414 and D7415. 
These methods cover the full suite of analytes that can be 
measured by infrared spectrometry, including soot, water, 
glycol, oxidation, nitration, sulfation, additive depletion, fuel 
dilution, and ester breakdown for synthetic oils. Additional 
analytes, such as TBN, can be added to the analysis after 
development of appropriate calibration models.

The oil analysis features are embedded within the new 
Spectrum 10 software platform, which enables easy  
customization of the methods and tailoring of the user  
interface to suit your lab’s requirements. A full array of 
spectral processing and analysis tools is available should  
you wish to move beyond routine analysis and take  
advantage of your IR’s capabilities for identifying  
unknowns, performing QA/QC on new oils, or any  
number of other applications.

Figure 1.  Spectrum 10 software configured for oil analysis. The toolbars can be customized to give single-click 
access to often-used analyses.
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